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Intelligence Bureau

MUMBAI: The city police plan to use unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) surveillance cameras for
New Y ear's Eve celebrations on Monday. The Netra cameras will hover over vulnerable and
crowded spots that the police have earmarked. A police official said the cameras, which will be
monitored from laptops, will help track down revellers who sexually harass women.
The police are also keeping an eye on adventure sport organizers following a central
Intelligence Bureau (IB) alert of a terror attack through the aerial route, probably with the
help of a parachute.
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Netra was earlier used during the Ganesh immersions in October and during Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena (MNS) chief Raj Thackeray's rally in September at Azad Maidan after the
riots. "The UAV was used to observe crowds. It showed areas that suddenly became crowded
and required more deployment. It spotted roads where vehicles were wrongly parked, enabling
police to take corrective measures. The device will be helpful in terror surveillance too," said a
police official.
A senior special branch officer confirmed to TOI, "Apart from taking the help of closed-circuit
television (CCTV) cameras installed at shops, residential complexes and other institutions, the
police commissionerate has instructed us to use Netra."
The officer added, "There was an IB alert recently that terror outfits will probably use the aerial
route to attack places that are heavily crowded on the night of December 31. We are keeping
an eye on organizers of adventure sports from the western suburbs from who many people
hire parachutes that can take off from the ground level and are fitted with GPS systems."
Sources said that according to intelligence inputs, two to three terrorists have infiltrated into
the city and are likely to strike tourist hotspots like the Gateway of India, Marine Drive, major
railway stations, Girgaum and Juhu-Chowpatty, the two airports and shopping malls.
"The inputs said the terrorists may target the city to avenge the hanging of 26/11 Pakistani
terrorist Mohammed Ajmal Kasab last month," said the officer.
Officials are not taking the IB alert lightly and security has been beefed up in the city. Mumbai
police commissioner Satyapal Singh has instructed additional commissioners and deputy
commissioners to carry out the bandobast and nakabandis. "We have imposed a security cover
all over the city in the wake of the Delhi rape incident, but following the terror alert we have
enhanced security in coordination with the Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard," said
another officer. There were 169 terror alerts in 2012, against last year's 350 and 447 in 2010.
The leave of police personnel has been cancelled too. The police are also taking the help of
home guards. Several platoons of the State Reserve Police Force, Rapid Action Force, special
operation squads and riot control unit have been deployed and many have been kept as backup
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at the five regional control rooms.
Western Rly plans eight extra trains tonight
Western Railway will run eight special local trains on December 31. The first will leave from
Churchgate at 1.30pm and arrive at Virar at 3.02pm. The other three from Churchgate will
leave at 2.10am, 2.50am and 3.20am. Similarly, the services from Virar will leave at 12.30am,
1am, 1.40am and 2.55am.
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suresh190149 (mumbai)
01 Jan, 2013 04:43 PM
This would be a good move to keep a vigil on the New Year hotspots and densely populated street areas so that
the Authority knows the going ons and to take appropriate actions Good luck
Zubin Kapadia (Mumbai)
01 Jan, 2013 04:32 PM
May have infiltrated? Who are you fooling? Is the administration telling us that there are practically no terrorists
staying here in Mumbai? Surely they are holed up somewhere right under their nose and planning their next
move and we all are sitting ducks for them. What happened in 2008 was a stark reminder, where the plans of
Nariman House, Taj and Oberoi were leaked to terrorists. Definitely they must have stayed here for a long
duration to know so much about these locations. The ATS is doing a good job, no doubt but is it enough to keep
us on our feet?
Ritesh (Ahmedabad)
01 Jan, 2013 11:20 AM
If the Govt is taking some initiatives , we should appreciate them little...everytime criticizing is not good...
Nitesh Niteshwa (Kathmandu, Nepal)
01 Jan, 2013 10:29 AM
good proactive move.
Nirmallya Addy (Kolkata)
31 Dec, 2012 11:59 PM
hopefully such intense and planned measures will come to gr8 use for the mumbaikaar,sssss
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